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Abstract

Over the years, research in ethno-linguistics contributed to gather corpora in a wide range of languages, cultures and topics. In the present work, we are investigating ritual speech in Yucatec Maya. The ritual discourse tends to have a cyclic structure with repetitive patterns and various types of parallelisms between speech sections. Previous studies have revealed an intricate connexion between a speech’s structure and vocal productions, in particular through temporal aspects including rhythm, pauses and durations of different speech sections. To further investigate our findings by relying more strongly on the acoustic recordings, automatic speech recognition tools may become of great help, in particular to test various linguistic and ethnomusicological hypotheses. Unfortunately, Yucatec Maya, with less than one million native speakers, is an under-resourced language with respect to digital resources. As a total, 24 minutes of ritual speech from three performances were manually transcribed by expert linguists in Yucatec and a basic pronunciation dictionary for Yucatec was created accordingly. The transcribed acoustic recordings were then automatically time-aligned on a phonetic and lexical basis. Automatic segmentations were used to measure tempo changes, durations of breath units as well as to examine their link with the structure of the ritual text.
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1. Introduction

Over the years, research in social sciences like anthropology, linguistics and ethnomusicology contributed to gather corpora in a wide range of languages, cultures and topics. In this context of growing amount of sound archive databases, the DIADEMS\textsuperscript{1} research project aims at integrating automatic audio analysis tools in an indexing platform for ethnomusicological and ethnolinguistic archives and initiated a collaboration between several research laboratories in computer science and social science\textsuperscript{[5]}. As part of this project, a special research is conducted on Mayan ritual speech to test ethnolinguistic hypotheses\textsuperscript{2}. Ritual discourse has been a main topic of research, with its pragmatic and enunciative specificities, but previous studies emerged from very small-scale manual analyses, whereas it is clear that more precise, systematic and semi-automatized analyses would be indispensable to properly test the anthropological and linguistic hypotheses.

In the present work, we are investigating ritual speech in Yucatec Maya. The ritual discourse tends to have cyclic organizations with repetitive patterns and various types of parallelisms between speech sections. Previous studies revealed an intricate connexion between a speech’s structure and vocal productions, in particular through temporal aspects including rhythm, pauses and duration of different speech sections. To further investigate our findings by relying more strongly on the acoustic recordings, automatic speech recognition tools may become of great help, in particular to test various hypotheses on the relation between the vocal production, the text and the performance. Unfortunately, Yucatec Maya, with less than one million native speakers, is an under-resourced language with respect to digital resources. As a total, 24 minutes of ritual speech from three performances were manually transcribed by expert linguists in Yucatec and a basic pronunciation dictionary was created accordingly. The transcribed recordings were then automatically time-aligned on a phonetic and lexical basis. Automatic segmentations were used to measure tempo changes, durations of breath units as well as to examine their link with the structure of the ritual text.

In the following, we first present the Yucatec Maya language and the ritual speech and vocal production. We then describe the corpus of three transcribed speeches. Section 5 presents the automatic alignment methodology before an analysis of the results in Section 6 and the conclusions and perspectives in the last section.

2. Yucatec Maya language

Yucatec Maya is one of some 30 languages of the Mayan family. It is spoken by about 800,000 speakers in the northern lowlands of the Maya area, throughout the Yucatan Peninsula. It shows less dialectal variation than Highland Mayan languages, but three main regional dialects have been distinguished\textsuperscript{[19]}. Yucatec Maya is a mildly polysynthetic, initial predicate, head-marking language. It has a complex voice and aspectual system, with split ergativity\textsuperscript{[2, 1, 24]}. Most of its lexical roots are CVC, where the vowel can have four distinct values (see below)\textsuperscript{[3]}. Most clauses end by a final-clause vowel clitic, from a five-term deictic paradigm\textsuperscript{[12]}. Yucatec Maya has a typologically original phonological system. Firstly, two series of consonants are contrasted by a glottalization feature: ejective consonants ([k’], [p’], [t’],[ts’],...
Table 1: Consonants and vowels in Yucatec Maya. In italic, phonemes found in loan words and/or rare.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Glott.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>[f]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ejective</td>
<td>p’</td>
<td>t’</td>
<td>ts’</td>
<td>ch’</td>
<td>[f’]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implosive</td>
<td>b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricative</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>[j]</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trill</td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approx.</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Yucatec Maya ritual speech and vocal production

Yucatec Maya has various elaborated ritual speech genres, performed in agricultural, curative and therapeutic ceremonies dedicated to, invoking guardian-spirits of the land and the forest, as well as in religious festivals with omnipresent prayers and ritual dialogues [11, 13, 20, 22, 23]. Yucatec Maya ritual speech is distinguished from mundane speech by a complex cyclic organisation and various types of parallelisms working through the text on different levels and speech sections [11, 16, 21]. These textual repetitive patterns contribute to distinguishing one genre from another, but they are never completely fixed; variation (under certain limits defined by the genre) is a crucial aspect of Mayan ritual performativity [18].

Mayan ritual speech is also characterized by its specific vocal production, in particular temporal aspects including rhythm, pauses, tempo, vowel lengthening patterns and pitch modulation. This has been long noticed by ethnographers working on different Mayan languages [9, 7, 11, 17, 16], however no systematic study has yet been done on this respect. Preliminary studies, based on small-scale manual analyses led to the hypotheses of an intricate connexion of ritual vocal production (1) with the ritual actions performed or aimed at as the ritual unfolds and (2) with the textual structure. As regards (1), tempo and pause variations in particular seem to be linked with special phases of the ritual, as well as with the energy required to move spiritual entities and to adapt to the state and the capacities of the other participants in the ritual (e.g., patients in therapeutic rituals, dialogue partner in ritual dialogues). As for (2), length variations of the speech segments appear to add an extra layer of structural complexity to the discourse, with the introduction of discrepancies between the textual unit and the vocal unit boundaries. These partial overlaps and the non-correspondences between textual and vocal units also vary during the ritual and brings us back to question (1).

4. Corpus description

The three speeches analysed come from a village located about 30km. south of Felipe Carrillo Puerto (Eastern region of the Yucatan Peninsula). They were audio-recorded in 1995 and 1996, by V. Vapnarsky during two rituals dedicated to guardian-spirits of the forest. The same speaker, a well-known ritual specialist in the sub-region, was involved in each case. He knew about and agreed to be recorded. The recording method was intended to be the least intrusive possible, it was done in the context of long term fieldwork, making the performance as natural as possible. Although the content of the discourse is very similar, the speaker shows some stylistic differences or variations between the two performances, the analysis of which is part of our objective. In particular, in the second ritual he was influenced by another ritual specialist he had heard a couple of weeks before, and this is reflected by the more emphatic tone and melodic contours of his speech.

Speech 1 and 2 were performed in a first-fruit ceremony for the maize harvest (ho’olesbах naal). In Speech 1, the ritual specialist goes with his voice to different places of the terrestrial and cosmological world to gather the spiritual entities and bring them to the altar; in Speech 2, he brings them back to their dwelling place, after the offerings. Speech 3 corresponds to the first phase (spirit gathering) of a ritual dedicated to the same entities, which was performed for prophylactic purposes. The three speeches have similar lengths (1/ 13:54; 2/ 11:25; 3/ 13:15) and their textual structure is very homogeneous. The general organisation of the text is the following: contextual anchoring of the ritual (space, time, sponsor, purpose); long invocation of the spiritual entities with textual cycles (see extract in Table 2); credo (part of the offering); invocation of saints and other spiritual entities; closing. The speaker makes the sign of the cross at specific moments, kissing his hand (kissing-sound audible in the recording).

The recordings were manually segmented into vocal units (or breath groups) and transcribed using the ELAN tool3 [4]. In addition, textual units boundaries (cycles and verses) were marked with special characters in the flow of the transcription. However the corpus is very noisy due to the acoustic background and not all vocal units were transcribed. Also, due to its specific pronunciation and esoteric content, one section appeared to be very difficult to transcribe precisely and was left for future research. Out of the 342 segmented vocal units in the three speeches, 261 were fully transcribed for a cumulated duration of 24 min of speech.

These ritual performances involve special vocal production features, with fast tempo, alternations of series of short and extra long breath units (as long as possible until running out of breath), extra lengthening of some vowels especially at the beginning and the end of some textual cycles, high intensity and pitch at the beginning of speech units.

5. Automatic alignment

Various versions of the dictionary were tested and the resulting alignment were checked by the Yucatec Maya experts before achieving a satisfying version. With respect to phonemic inventories described in Section 2, some simplifications have been carried out. We did not use different models for tones and length in vowels as in these, modal voice tends to produce

3http://tls.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/ provided by Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, The Language Archive, Nijmegen, The Netherlands
Table 2: Extract of Speech 3 (04:37 to 05:19) # breath units boundary, // cycle textual boundary, ; verse boundary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yucatec Maya</th>
<th>English translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Hats’aknaak topoknaak;</td>
<td>Hats’aknaak topoknaak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kubin int’a’an;</td>
<td>my words go</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tunoh uk’ä’ bin;</td>
<td>to the right hand they say</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u’ah kanan kákklilo’;</td>
<td>of the guardians of the earth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ti’ bin ti’ bin u’ah kanan</td>
<td>to they say the guardians of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>montanya’ilo’;</td>
<td>the high forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ubáalamk’áxilóó’;</td>
<td>to they say the jaguars of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ti’ bin u’ah tepalióó’;</td>
<td>the forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Tsukha’ase’;</td>
<td>at Tsukha’ase’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yumeenee;</td>
<td>my loord.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># le San Merehìildo’e’</td>
<td>Hats’aknaak topoknaak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tunoh uk’ä’ bin;</td>
<td>my words go</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u’ah kanan kákkliloó’;</td>
<td>to the right hand they say</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ti’ bin u’ah kanan;</td>
<td>of the guardians of the earth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>montanya’iloó’;</td>
<td>to they say the guardians of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># beeh San Bartolo’e’;</td>
<td>the high forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yumeenee;</td>
<td>towards San Bartolo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#                      Yumeen;</td>
<td>my loord.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

similar acoustic parameters for modeling, but we used distinct acoustic models for modal and glottalized vowel productions for each of the five vowel qualities. Some phones, introduced by foreign Spanish names, are very rare, especially the ‘f’ which was only observed in the word ‘flyadòore’ and was replaced by a close Mayan phoneme. The dictionary contains thus 10 vowels plus 22 consonants. Given that the convention for orthographic transcription for Yucatec Maya are very close to the phonetic transcription, the pronunciation dictionary was built through a set of simple transliteration rules.

A set of context-independent phone models were estimated on the available transcribed audio data. The models were trained from a flat-start, meaning that no prior segmentation information was used [25]. The acoustic models are tied-state, left-to-right 3-state HMMs with Gaussian mixture observation densities (about 10-15 components) [8]. The set of phones was determined by the pronunciation dictionary which provided one or more phonemic form for each lexical item. The acoustic feature vector contains 42 components formed by the concatenation of 39 PLP-like [14] features with a 3-dimensional pitch feature vector (pitch, \( \Delta \) and \( \Delta\Delta \) pitch). More precisely, the PLP features are derived from a Mel frequency spectrum, with cepstral mean removal and variance normalization carried out on a segment-cluster basis.

The resulting acoustic models were used to align the speech data with the provided transcriptions, according to the available word level pronunciations and with optional pauses allowed between the words. The alignment failed for 18 out of the 261 transcribed vocal units, representing about 2 minutes of speech; this usually occurs due to a discrepancy between the acoustic and phonetic levels, eg. in our corpus when the voice is covered by the crowing of a cock. For all other segments, the alignment provides accurate time stamps to each word and also at the phonetic level. Figure 1 shows a spectrogram of an excerpt of the corpus. The precise temporal location is also propagated to the textual unit boundaries inside the transcription, ie. the cycles and verses. Finally, optional pauses between words allow to identify short silences in the recording and to refine the boundaries of the breath groups which were manually segmented.

6. Results and discussion

The upper graph in Figure 2 synthesizes the temporal organization of the successive breath groups for the third speech recording. For each breath group, a vertical bar displays the duration of the vocal unit. The duration of each inter-segment pause is also visible below the breath group it precedes as a black line under the x-axis. When the transcription was incomplete (units between 45 and 60) or when the alignment failed (eg. for unit 68), the bar is shown grey and dashed. The temporal structure of the textual units is visible through green circles located at the beginning of the cycles and colored fragments for each of the verses. We can observe very long breath groups up to 18 seconds which are specific of the rituals. We also see that most of the cycles start at the beginning of a breath group.

For the same vocal units, the lower graph in Figure 2 displays the syllabic rhythm in the same vocal units. The number of syllables in a breath group was counted as the number of vocalic nuclei in the phonetic transcription, and it was divided by the cumulated speech duration as obtained with the phonetic alignment. The local rhythm is shown relative to the average rhythm which is 5.6 syll/sec, in the 3rd recording with much lower values at instants (eg. 1 syll/sec for the 12th unit which consist of a single short verse ‘yumeen’ finishing the cycle with an extremely lengthened final syllable).

The statistics and the graphs obtained provide results which are relevant for the characterization of the vocal production of ritual speech, compared to other genres (conversation, narratives, etc.). They also provide evidence to test the hypotheses (1) and (2) mentioned above. In particular, they allow a quantitative analysis and a user-friendly visualization of the relations between textual and vocal units, and its progression through the discourse (eg. in the 3rd recording, we observe a correspondence between cycle and vocal units at the beginning, followed by more complex patterns as the ritual unfolds). In further stud-
ies, each type of verse could be coded with specific colours, which would allow to follow verse recurrence patterns. The tempo analysis also offers crucial data to the understanding of the rhythmic variations during the performance (e.g. in the 3rd recording, a tempo acceleration is clearly visible in the final section, which reveals a distinct phase of the ritual). Overall, these tools appear to be very useful for the comparison between ritual performances as well as between ritual genres in Yucatec Maya.

7. Conclusions

We have presented a collaborative work between researchers in social sciences and computer science to design audio analyses tools within an information indexing and retrieval platform for ethnomusicological and ethnolinguistic archives. More specifically, we worked on an under-resourced language, Yucatec Maya, in order to support and speed up phonological and prosodic quantitative studies of ritual discourse and to compare these to other everyday-like speech genres. A pronunciation dictionary was created and 24 minutes of manually transcribed ritual speeches were sufficient to train Yucatec Maya acoustic models. A speech tempo metric based on number of syllables per breath (or vocal) units was defined. Automatic speech alignment produced accurate time-stamps for the ritual discourse speech data on cycle, verse, word and phone levels. These allowed us to give a quantitative description of tempo changes within and across verses and cycles in ritual discourse.

The phonemic and lexical alignments are a good starting point for further analyses of vowel lengthening and pitch modulation. The proposed work is easily extendable to the whole corpus of Maya Yucatec ritual discourses but also, for comparative purposes, to other discourse genres and to other languages of the Mayan family. Potentially, the methodology could be applied beyond this family, to other under-resourced languages, fostering cross-cultural/linguistic analysis, a crucial tenet of human social sciences. This will contribute to renew the ethnolinguistic analysis of oral discourse genres in important ways.
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